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“...THOUGHT-PROVOKING...”
- ULKAR ALAKBAROVA, MOVIEMOVESME.COM

“ALTERED SKIN IS A MASTERPIECE.”
“...CHILLING AND THOUGHTFUL.”

“...ONE OF THE BEST HORROR FILMS
I’VE SEEN IN 2018...”

“...A MUST SEE...”
- STEVE KOPIAN, UNSEENFILMS.NET

“...A FRESH CULTURAL TAKE
ON A FAMILIAR GENRE.”

- COURTNEY SMALL, CINEMAAXIS.COM

“...TAKES A UNIQUE APPROACH
TO THE HORRORS OF

THE ZOMBIE EPIDEMIC.”
- VALESKA GRIFFITHS, ANATOMYOFASCREAM.WORDPRESS.COM

“..TAKES A UNIQUE APPROACH
TO THE TYPICAL ZOMBIE NARRATIVE.”

- SEAN KELLY, SKONMOVIES.COM



An American engineer in Pakistan stumbles upon a deadly pharmaceutical conspiracy.

A deadly virus is spreading through Pakistan at an alarming rate. Craig Evans, an  
American engineer is in a race against time to save his wife who has been infected by the 
disease. When the dead body of an investigative reporter turns up in a sewer, it sets off a 
domino of events that leads Craig to the mystery behind the virus, and to the last chance 
of saving his wife.

SHORT SYNOPSIS

This is the story of Craig Evans, an American expatriate living in Karachi, Pakistan with his 
wife Insiya Zia, a Pakistani doctor. While on a routine hospital round, Insiya is attacked by a 
patient and contracts the MN-2, a virus of unknown origin that causes uncontrollable out-
bursts of violence and rage. With no cure in sight Insiya is put in an induced coma in order 
to slow down the effects of the pathogen. 

Meanwhile, the virus spreads throughout the country and infects millions. The only hope 
for the carriers of the disease is a drug called Cidhar sold in the form of an adhesive patch 
(like a nicotine patch). It is manufactured by Ingenec, a local pharmaceutical company. 
The drug is so ubiquitous that in the market it is simply called ‘the patch’.  
However, it is not a cure. All it does is control the symptoms of the virus for a few hours. The 
infected have no choice but to keep buying and replacing it just to live a ‘normal’ life. 
Those who cannot afford the patch are condemned to spiral into irreversible  
hallucinatory madness.

The disease has a profound effect on the city; dividing an already-splintered community 
with even deeper lines of demarcation. The poor quarters of the city are extremely  
dangerous with hordes of ravenous carriers roaming unfettered, while the rich insulate their 
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community with high walls and armed guards.

Craig’s mental state begins to worsen with no news of change in his wife’s condition and 
no news of a permanent cure on the horizon. In fact, we sense Craig’s relief because he’s 
exhausted of waiting for Insiya to wake from her comatose state and he’s tired of living 
alone in one of the harshest most violent places in the world.

When the dead body of Shehzad Ameen, a reporter who was investigating the virus turns 
up in a sewer, Craig is forced break out of his cocoon of complacency. A looming  
question hangs upon his head; what is he willing to risk to save his wife’s life? Is he willing to 
risk his own? Armed with information given to him by Shehzad’s distraught wife, Craig slowly 
begins to unravel the mystery behind the disease. 

It was back in 2012 when the short film version of Altered Skin (then titled Sedare)  
premiered at the CFC Worldwide Short Film Festival. It had taken a year to finish the short 
and the premiere was the first step in trying to get the feature version off the ground. The 
premise of the film had come to me during one of my many walks through downtown  
Toronto. I was thinking about a genre film I had seen not too long ago. However, I couldn’t 
remember the intricate details about the characters. Why was this? Why couldn’t I remem-
ber? After much thought I came to the conclusion it was because they hadn’t engaged 
me; rather than a lack of interest. I then begun to think to myself; wouldn’t it be great to 
be thrown into a world of monsters, zombies and plagues but be grounded in some kind 
of base reality? What if the reasons for an ‘outbreak’ were part of the fabric of the place? 
What if the people in this world that were caught up in the outbreak had lives and prob-
lems beyond just managing the disease? What if they fought and loved and hated and re-
sented beyond the confines of the film frame? What if these monsters / zombies / infected 
weren’t just vessels to propel action sequences, and set-ups for spectacular kills but some-
thing more? What if it was still focused on the people inside? What if there was a solution 
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but in the form only a few could afford? How would that change the dynamics of the film? 
And that’s what I wanted to explore. So, I did.

Shooting the short film in Pakistan had its own challenges. No one had made such a film 
in Pakistan before, at least, not on the scale I had envisioned. Having previously worked in 
the local industry helped a lot because I knew the people who would be receptive to my 
ideas and would be collaborative in bringing my vision to the screen. I financed the short 
on my own and reached out to some of the best actors in the field who I knew would jump 
at the chance to work in this ‘experimental’ genre.

There was pretty much no precedent for such a film. The local scene was completely dom-
inated by Bollywood-style fare far removed from the cinematic inspirations that  
underpinned Altered Skin i.e. films like 28 Days Later, Constant Gardener, and District 9.  

We shot the short in a few days spread over a couple of months; whenever locations and 
actors were available. The post production team consisted of myself and one VFX artist. 
We huddled in a friend’s small studio and worked on the film whenever the equipment was 
not in use, or the power was not out (a frequent occurrence in Pakistan). It was the usual 
story of blood, sweat, tears and very little money.

Meanwhile, I kept the news of the film under wraps. I knew people would inevitably be 
skeptical - ‘you’re doing what? Who is going to watch that over here? You’re better off 
sticking to your day job directing soaps and melodrama for the local tv channels.’ I was of 
course, not deterred.

Finally, it was time to show the outside world what we had at the CFC Worldwide Short Film 
Festival.

The response at the festival was overwhelming. Many people came up to me after the 
screening to offer words of appreciation and encouragement. The movie had left a deep 
impression. People wanted to talk about it not just as some kind of mindless gore-fest but 
about the topics and themes woven in it.  Exactly the kind of response I wanted.

I had also made no bones about the fact that I wanted to turn Altered Skin into a feature 
film. I needed a producer and collaborator. At this point, Avi Federgreen a seasoned  
producer with a strong track record stepped in and we started working on feature length 
version right away. 

A year later, we had a script and lead attached. Robin Dunne had come on board and 
raring to get started. I was excited and brimming with anticipation as well. We were going 
to be shooting the first Pakistani-Canadian viral outbreak feature in Karachi, Pakistan!



Shooting a feature in Karachi, Pakistan on a tight budget and tighter schedule was 
going to take some doing. With the violent nature of the city, the crew and myself were no 
strangers to unexpected production shut-downs. Many of these were caused by 
politically-motivated incidents of violence including some bomb scares. For these 
reasons, we always had to be on our toes. My assistant director Haseeb Ali was a huge ally 
in keeping the production moving. He knew we only had a limited time with Robin, 
so shooting days were precious.

In Pakistan meandering, stop-start shooting schedules are extremely common. 
Unplanned hiatus’ and breaks in production are par for the course. Films aren’t shot in one 
‘spell’ as much as pieced together i.e. you go till something falls through - a location, an 
actor, equipment failure, violence in the city, fuel strikes, power cuts, anything and 
everything is on the cards. We did our best to be prepared by constantly discussing a plan 
B, C, D. We understood if anything untoward happened we couldn’t just pack it in but 
instead had try to salvage the day; whether it was driving plates, b-roll, inserts, we had to 
keep rolling.

Another major concern was the safety and security of our lead, Robin. With a limited bud-
get and resources, we could not afford any sets or sound stages. We had to shoot on 
locations in the heart of the city. We needed to capture everything the film’s aesthetic 
demanded. The grit, the oppressive heat, the crowded markets, and the shady alleyways 
all had to be on the screen. This meant Robin had to be out there in the middle of all this, 
just like the rest of the cast and crew. On some days in exposed locations where we had a 
large crowd of onlookers we had to make sure to get extra handlers to keep an eye on our 
cast from a close distance. Our production manager always discretely kept a small firearm 
hidden on his person on the very small chance anything did get out of hand.
Our fears were unfounded. The shoot went smoothly. Wherever we went, we were met 
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with curious kids and warm locals. They were interested in what we were filming. They were 
intrigued, commented and asked questions when they heard the concept. “‘We’ve never 
seen anything like this before!” “When is it coming out?” “Where can we see it?” 

After three weeks of long days and longer nights, we were reaching the finish line. I vividly 
remembered Robin’s last shot of the movie. It was night time. The shot was of him walking 
out of Farooq’s house and towards his car. The scene was lit with a peacock green filter. 
I remember the garish light bouncing around, lighting up the buildings in the background 
and the faces of the neighborhood kids who would always hang around to watch the 
proceedings. I remember the tiredness on the crew’s face that had been pulling crazy 
hours to keep the movie on schedule. Robin’s flight was only a few hours away and it was 
now down to this last shot. The camera rolled. Robin walked out and got in the car. I called 
‘cut’ and walked up to him. A moment to catch my breath, and then I said, ‘that’s a wrap 
for you.’ A smile broke out on our faces. The crew realized what was going on. They also 
erupted into a cheer. People hugged; more with relief than anything else.

A week later, principle photography was wrapped and I was back on a plane to Toronto. 
We had managed to pull everything together. We knew we had a good film in the can. I 
was thankful and happy and exhausted all at the same time.

The Virus Conspiracy Thriller
Altered Skin approaches the apocalyptic, viral outbreak genre from a unique perspective. 
It takes a high concept central premise - a drug that can control a deadly disease for short 
spurts of time - and combines it with an intimate personal drama.

The character at the centre of the story is Craig Evans, an American engineer whose wife 
ends up in a coma because of the MN-2 virus. We witness Craig as he is forced to break 
out of his shell of complacency to confront the threat of the virus and sinister forces behind 
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it. The film not only provides a pulse-pounding mystery, but also wraps several hot-topic 
themes inside the genre palate. It explores corporate interests versus public health and 
safety, big pharma exploitation that keeps low-priced drugs off the market, and shady clin-
ical trials conducted in Third World countries.

Like classic conspiracy thrillers, the movie is loaded with dangerous turns, exhilarating twists, 
intriguing characters and interesting locales. Craig’s journey takes him from a plush, up-
scale living environment, to dark dimly-lit apartments and grotty alleys. At every turn Craig 
encounters a colourful array of characters who each with their own stories aid in the  un-
covering of the mystery.

With the success of movies like WORLD WAR Z and television shows like THE WALKING DEAD, 
there is no better time for a movie like this. Altered Skin combines the heart-pounding 
excitement of films like 28 DAYS LATER, with the visceral narrative and gritty reality of THE 
CONSTANT GARDENER. It is a genre crossover with intimate human moments and a robust 
high concept that will appeal to audiences all over the world.

City as Character
Altered Skin is shot in Karachi Pakistan, which is one the largest and most dangerous cities 
in the world. It has an array of backdrops, from bustling bazars and seedy back-alleys to 
beautifully manicured lawns the film lives and breathes with a sense of place like no oth-
er. It lends a patina of atmosphere and visual richness not seen in similar genre films. The 
vibrant, exotic visuals sets it apart from the hundreds of average run-of-the-mill hack and 
slash zombie / viral outbreak movies currently out there.

The idea of setting the film in Karachi is not just a gimmick ;  it is an important character in 
the film because of its unique socio-political dynamics. It is shown how the virus is prevalent 
in the poor, beaten down and how people cannot afford to treat their loved ones. The 
local government does not consider the inhabitants in the poor parts of the city a priority. 
They do not send the special carrier control police units to them, leaving whole swathes 
of the city’s lesser population at the mercy of the virus. These elements are shown through 



news reports and interactions intercut through the film. This will increase the audience’s 
emotional investment in the film which will help them grasp a deeper understanding of the 
socio-economic issues.



AVI FEDERGREEN // Producer 
Avi Federgreen’s over 20 years of experience in the Canadian film industry 
feature many highlights, from music videos to TV series to full-length feature 
films. Federgreen’s current releases include Prisoner X directed by Gaurav 
Seth, How To Plan An Orgy In A Small Town Directed by Jeremy Lalonde, 
The Cocksure Lads Movie directed by Murray Foster,  Relative Happiness 
directed by Deanne Foley, and Porch Stories directed by Sarah Goodman. 
Federgreen’s other producing credits include Still Mine, Score: A Hockey 
Musical, Moon Point, I’m Yours, Hungry Hills, One Week, High Life, Leslie, 
My Name Is Evil, and the documentary As Slow as Possible to name a few. 
Avi also produced the upcoming genre films Lifechanger and Altered Skin, 
plus the Gary Burns feature Man Running. 

FILMMAKERS
ADNAN AHMED // Writer/Director/Producer
Adnan Ahmed has been involved in the film and television industry for  
nearly a decade. He has worked as a visual effect production manager on 
such projects as Universal Studios’ REPO MEN, MGM’s ROBOCOP, History 
Channel’s VIKINGS and most recently FX’s THE STRAIN. He has also  
directed shows for BBC television and documentaries for GTZ Germany.  
Altered Skin is his first feature film.

CAST
ROBIN DUNNE // Craig
Dunne’s film career began in 1998, when he landed a role in the John Woo 
produced blockbuster The Big Hit opposite Mark Wahlberg, Lou Diamond 
Phillips and Christina Applegate. Since then, Dunne’s other feature film credits 
include Borderline Normal, The Snow Walker, Devil In The Dark, Space 
Milkshake, Torment, Just Friends and Altered Skin.  His television work 
includes roles on Manchester Prep, Dawson’s Creek, CSI Miami, NCIS, 
Dead Like Me, and Defiance, as well a lead roles in the television films Sound 
of Christmas, Real Murders: An Aurora Teagarden Mystery, and On The 
Twelfth Day of Christmas, the latter of which he also co-wrote. Dunne can be 
seen in the CBC flagship series Murdoch Mysteries.

In 2008, Dunne landed the starring role in the SyFy Channel’s hit series 
Sanctuary that ran for four seasons. He also directed on the series, which launched his career as a writer/director. To date, 
Dunne has also written and directed the feature films A.R.C.H.I.E and A.R.C.H.I.E 2 (both featuring the voice of Michael 
J. Fox) as well as Welcome To Nowhere, which he also starred in alongside Sara Canning. 



nominations at the 2006 Lux Style Awards (Pakistan’s Emmys).

In 2003, Shahid in Sabiha Sumar’s Silent Waters which premiered to great acclaim at the prestigious Locarno Film 
Festival. More recently, Salman has acted in films in India to much critical plaudit. He played the principal protagonist 
in Kabul Express and a major role in Ishqiya where he acted opposite the legendary Naseeruddin Shah. Salman received 
rave reviews for his performances in both these films.

In 2014 he played the lead villian, Gogi, in Nabeel Qureshi’s smash hit feature film Na Maloom Afraad.

SALMAN SHAHID // Imtiaz
Salman Shahid is one of Pakistan’s most respected and highly regarded senior 
actors. Over his 40-year career he has worked in every medium from film, 
theatre, television to doing voice-over.

During his early years Shahid exceled in comic roles and became famous for 
shows like Tal Matol, Teen Bata Teen and Ho Bahoo. All these programs aired 
in prime time on Pakistan’s State-run channel, Pakistan Television Network.
Shahid later successfully completed his film studies at the prestigious Moscow 
Film School and returned to Pakistan where he did pioneering work in 
establishing various drama groups and a drama school.

Shahid’s series Ababeel (PTV, Lahore) and Seerhian (PTV, Karachi) were 
received with great popular and critical acclaim. He also wrote, directed and 
acted in the serial Bano Ko Pechano (GEO TV) for which he gathered several 

NIMRA BUCHA // Amina
Nimra Bucha is one of the most highly trained and sophisticated actors 
working in Pakistan today. She was drawn to acting from an early age and 
studied drama at Bard College. Theatre was her first love and she started her 
career with Traverse Theatre in United Kingdom in 2006. 

Nimra moved back to Pakistan soon after and scored immediate acclaim for 
her work in television series Daam (2010) and Mera Yaqeen (2013).

Since then, she has balanced her career with major roles in blockbuster films 
like Ho Mann Jahan (2015) and Manto (2015), television serials like Virasat 
(2016) to working in local theatre productions such as the adaptation of Mark 
Ravenhill’s Shoot / Get Treasure / Repeat.

Always on the lookout for interesting, off-beat, challenging roles, Nimra remains one of the go-to actors for young film-
makers for her intelligence and openness to experimentation and new ideas. She gravitates towards working with writers 
and directors looking to explore stories and characters beyond the ordinary.



JUGGAN KAZIM // Insiya
Juggan Kazim is one of Pakistan’s most high-profile actors and performers in 
film and television. 

Kazim began her professional acting career in Toronto with the lead role of 
‘Gugan’ in Gaurav Seth’s 2004 feature film Pink Ludoos. The film played to 
wide-spread acclaim at Whistler Film Festival, Toronto ReelWorld Film 
Festival and San Francisco International Asian American Festival.

Since then, Kazim has continued to have a prolific career across many 
mediums. She appeared in an episode of Bury The Lead (CTV) and has also 
in several stage productions across Canada.

Since returning to Pakistan, she has worked in television in dramatic roles and 
also hosted a number of shows for various Pakistani networks.

In 2010, Juggan won Best Supporting Actress Award for the television play Meri Unsuni Kahani at the Pakistan Media 
Awards. In the same year, she appeared as one of the leads in Mehreen Jabbar’s Vasl, a highly acclaimed episodic drama 
shot in the United States and Pakistan.

In March 2011, Kazim acted opposite Shaan Shahid in the feature film Khamosh Raho.

Apart from her work in long-form film and television, Kazim has also served as Pakistan ‘brand ambassador’ for some of 
the most prestigious international cosmetic and beauty brands.

She currently hosts the talk show Morning with Juggun which airs on Pakistan Television Corporation’s flagship 
entertainment channel, PTV Home, every weekday.

ALI KAZMI // Nasir
Ali Kazmi is multilingual, multifaceted actor, director and producer. 
Hailing from one of the most prestigious acting families in Pakistan, Kazmi 
has numerous Pakistani and International credits to his name. He has been 
prolific in film, theatre and television industry in Pakistan. He was and 
remains one of the most sought-after performers in the Pakistan media 
landscape.

In 2010, Kazmi moved to Toronto, Canada to pursue his studies and further 
his acting career. Since the move, Kazmi has scored numerous roles in high 
profile television and film projects in North America.

Some of Kazmi’s credits include Alphas (TV Series, SyFy), InSecurity (TV 

Series, CBC), Covert Affairs (TV Series, USA Network), Degrassi: The Next Generation (TV Series, CTV / MuchMusic), 
Jackson Heights (TV Series, Urdu1), Taken (TV Series, NBC) and Falling Water (TV Series, USA Network).

Kazmi was also recently seen in the prominent role of Guri in acclaimed director Deepa Mehta’s Beeba Boys which 
premeired at the 2015 Toronto International Film Festival.

He also lent his voice to the character of Darya in the academy award-nominated The Breadwinner (directed by Nora 
Twomey, executive produced by Angelina Jolie).
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